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Accountability: 
A Biblical Approach 
DOROTHY H. CRAVEN 
Concern about accountability stems partly from the great 
emphasis some place on individual autonomy. Many claim they have a 
right to make their own decisions; to fulfill themselves; to live their 
lives as they choose, without being answerable to anyone else - either 
human or divine. Nor do they want to be involved with, or have 
responsibility for anyone else. 
This attitude goes back as far as the very first family in the Bible. 
When God asked Cain where Abel was, he replied: "I do not know; 
am I my brother's keeper?" (Gen 4:9 RSV). Again, when God sent 
Elijah to rebuke Ahab for his seizure of Naboth's vineyard, Ahab 
asked, "Have you caught up with me, my enemy?" (1 Kings 21:20 
TEV). Even as loyal as Ananias was to God, he was understandably 
hesitant about getting involved with the persecutor Saul. But when 
he was convinced that the message to visit Saul really came from God, 
he overcame his fear and was even able to address the former perse- 
cutor as "brother Saul" (Acts 9:17). 
All who claim to be Christian undoubtedly would agree that they 
are responsible for obeying God's commands and are accountable to 
Him for such obedience, whether their lives measure up or not. But 
many feel that their accountability ends there: "Why should I be 
answerable to anyone in the meeting? I t  is God to whom I consider 
myself accountable." 
A careful examination of Biblical teaching discloses, however, a 
strong emphasis on being responsible both to God and to others in the 
community of faith. To  return to the first family in the Bible, God 
created Eve because, "It is not good for the man to be alone" (Gen 
2:18 NAB). After their sin, Adam and Eve blamed one another and 
were called to account to God for their disobedience, just as was Cain 
later for his murder of his brother. 
The covenant relationship between the Israelites and God 
emphasized their answerability to Him for obeying His commands, 
but it also included responsibility both to fellow Israelites and to 
strangers. And great stress was laid on parents' responsibility for 
teaching God's statutes to their children (see Deut 10 and 11). 
Comments 
PERRY YODER 
Dorothy Craven's paper has a very nice and cogent structure. I t  
moves from: (a) T o  whom are we accountable?, to (b) For whom are 
we accountable?, and on to (c) For what are we accountable? In the 
very first paragraph she puts her finger on what is a, or perhaps & 
crucial issue. That is, that even though we acknowledge that in some 
sense we are responsible God, and before God, and may even be 
ready to accept responsibility before God for others, that does not 
necessarily mean that we think we are responsible or accountable to 
others. 
The things which Dorothy mentions under (c) (For what are we 
accountable?) I would summarize around two terms -- orthodoxy and 
orthopraxis, 'proper belief' and 'proper action.' What I see happening 
in the Mennonite groups, and presumably also among Friends, is a 
tendency toward a split between those who say that we are account- 
able in terms of action, and others who see accountability in terms of 
beliefs. 
The first group maintains we are accountable to each other for 
such practices as our peace position or social justice, while the second 
usually presents a list of beliefs to which we must adhere. While I 
think this is a false and inappropriate dichotomy, it is nevertheless 
one which does exist and affects our notion of accountability. 
More generally in studying the paper we find that it is suffused 
with three themes. The first and most significant for the development 
of the paper is defining accountability in terms of responsibility. The 
other two themes which are mentioned but not fully develbped are 
accountability seen as commitment, and accountability in terms of 
relationships. I t  is these last two points which I would like to expand 
for purposes of furthering discussion. 
COMMITMENT 
When we talk about accountability within a group we need to 
remember that accountability takes place within a framework of 
commitment. I t  is for the things and the people to whom we have 
made a commitment that we are accountable. This being so, a direct 
relationship exists between level or depth of commitment and the 
extent of accountability people feel within a group. 
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One of the frustrations of working within a group results from 
the different levels of commitment people have to the group and its 
objectives. Some people are members only because of commitment to 
one particular aspect of the total life of the group, while some make a 
more comprehensive commitment. Others may seek only a social 
level of commitment. I n  the context of a group with quite diverse 
commitments and expectations, those who are most deeply committed 
often come.to ask the question: Why should I put myself out to do 
this or  that if I can't count on others sharing the same level of 
commitment? For this reason commitment tends to decline to the 
level of the lowest common denominator in a group and that in turn 
becomes the level of accountability as well. 
For this reason we cannot divorce talk about accountability from 
talk about commitment. What is the strength of our commitment? 
What is the level of our commitment? What does our membership in 
the group mean? All these questions seem to be prerequisites for dis- 
cussing intelligently the matter of accountability within a group. 
RELATIONSHIP 
This leads to the second of the two themes I mentioned -- rela- 
tionship. From a biblical perspective, accountability exists and grows 
out of relationship, because accountability is a necessary and natural 
part of establishing and maintaining a relationship. 
I n  the Bible the instrument used to establish accountability with- 
in a relationship is "covenant," as ' ~ o r o t h ~  as mentioned. I t  is 
necessary in this context to understand'that the laws which we see in 
the Bible are part of a covenant relationship and are not legalisms. 
They are an explicit statement of what one is committing oneself to in 
a relationship to the God of the covenant and to the people formed 
around commitment to this covenant God. 
This is important, because as soon as we begin to talk about 
accountability the bugaboo of legalism immediately raises itself for 
many people.1t is assumed that we are going to set, up rules and regu- 
lations; we are going to become legalistic. It should be stressed that 
biblical law as covenant law was not meant to lead to legalism. Instead 
it is the explicit setting forth of what a committed relationship to God 
involves. And, as its counterpart, what relationship within the people 
of God entails. 
Perhaps an analogy will help illuminate this aspect of relation- 
ship. Marriage is like a covenant relationship. When couples become 
married the things they do for each other are done not because they 
definite commitment to a Way of Life that is radically different from 
the surrounding secular culture. There are many jobs one cannot 
hold, many activities in which one cannot participate. Membership 
involves transformation, and the "convinced" member willingly 
follows Christ with joy and submission, not by being impelled 
through legalism and law. As one struggles to remain obedient, 
corporate discernment helps maintain accountability and provide 
support for the individual. Community procedures encourage 
decision-making through "waiting on the Lord for the sense of the 
meeting," whether in business or clearness meetings. 
Accountability does not require set-apart ministers, but expects 
the gifts of every person to be utilized in ministry to and by the Body 
of Christ. These gifts will be nurtured and utilized without regard to 
maleness or femaleness, educational or secular accomplishments, 
color or age, and without placing hierarchical status on differing gifts. 
Constantinianism neglected one of the most profound and essential 
elements in the accountability of both early Christians and early 
Friends -- bearing the Cross in opposition to the evil structures and 
the evil in the world. Friends referred to this as the Lamb's War. 
Non-violent expressions of love - Christ's Love and Light - must 
radiate from one's witness if the surrounding darkness is to be 
dispelled. This was not passivism but a pacifism of active non-violent 
resistance to  evil. Testimonies for peace, equality, etc. were grounded 
in active engagement in the Lamb's War. And there was a sense of 
empowerment to speak prophetically to each other as well as to  the 
surrounding world. 
I n  final analysis the crisis of accountability is fundamentally 
related to our sense of identity and ground of authority. Are Friends 
more concerned about numerical growth or obedience to the Voice of 
Christ? Are we more concerned about self-perpetuation or embracing 
the whole Gospel of Jesus Christ? Are we more concerned with capit- 
ulating to mainstream, Constantinian Christianity or  again becoming 
a gathered community of faith that embodies Christ? 
NOTES 
1. Elbert Russell, "The Society of Friends," Chnstlnn Century, vol. 4 0  (Oct. 25, 
1923): 1366. 
2. "Paradigm" here means simply "model, or example." One of the pioneers of the 
Form Criticism method, Martin Dibelius (1883-1947), however, also developed 
"paradigm" as a technical term for "a short illustrative notice or event" usually 
woven around a particular saying of Jesus, and often the basis of early sermons. 
3. Arthur G. Gish, Lvmng ~n Christian Community (Scottdale, PA: Herald Press, 
1979), p. 42. 
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community comes into existence wherever people together hear and 
obey the call of the living Christ, who confronts them and invites 
them to follow Him. 
An essential element for all members of the community is a total 
commitment to Christ as the normative reality of their lives and a 
total surrender to living their lives in the Power of the living Teacher 
who will lead them to Truth, love, and vision. Christ is the authority 
-- not the Scriptures, not human leadership. Members strive to live in 
the fulness of God's love, and to follow Jesus as completely as 
possible. Out of the unity which develops comes the Power and vision 
to seek justice; to encounter the world with the radical, suffering love 
of the Cross. 
One of the distinctive and essential elements of Christian 
accountability is the revitalization of the meaning and understanding 
of discipleship. Members of gathered communities have voluntarily 
chosen involvement and enter as "convinced members" - convinced 
that the living Lord is calling them to encounter the world through 
communal involvement. These fellowships corporately witness to the 
vision of the Kingdom of God on earth. Thus, they become expres- 
sions of the inbreaking of the Kingdom of God in which the fulness of 
Christian discipleship is expressed and lived. Discipleship through 
obedience places Christ at  the Head of the Body, where He  is in 
authority to gather, speak, teach, and guide. 
Throughout the ages a point of dispute between radical and main- 
stream Christians has been the relationship between the message of 
Jesus and the actuality of living it out in the world. Arthur Gish3 
poses a clearcut choice. H e  says that for the faithful community there 
is only one answer to this relationship, "the message of Jesus must 
either be lived or rejected." Faith and obedience, Christian teaching 
and living, are not to be separated but are the foundation for the joy, 
love, and freedom of discipleship. 
The  early Friends often stated that the Kingdom is come and 
coming. Finally it became clear to me what the implications of this 
were. Where the faithful community lives under the gathering and 
authority of Christ and is accountable to God and to each other, the 
Kingdom has already come. The proclamation that God's Kingdom or 
Shalom will come on earth can hardly be taken seriously by the world 
unless this faithful community first lives it, however imperfectly. 
This is true anticipation of the fulness of the Kingdom yet to come. 
Accountability and membership in the gathered community are 
more demanding than in mainstream Christianity. Membership is a 
need to earn each other's favor or love, but because they enjoy a 
committed relationship between themselves. In maintaining their re- 
lationship, they find there is accountability because the relationship 
embodies such a deep commitment of each partner to the other. T o  
become unaccountable to each other would impair the marriage rela- 
tionship. 
So it is with our relationship with God. As we enter into relation- 
ship with God and with the community of her people we are also re- 
flective of God's will which is given to maintain relationships, both 
vertical and horizontal. In  the Jewish tradition, they would say that 
when we become a people of God and establish a relationship with 
God, we take on the yoke of heaven and the yoke of the Torah. By 
that they meant that as one acknowledges the sovereignty of God and 
experiences it in one's own life, living in obedience as part of God's 
people is an inseparable part of that experience. 
In regard to this point of committed relationships forming the 
background for biblical accountability, Dorothy makes good use of 
two images from the New Testament, the Vine and the Body. If the 
people of God are inextricably connected with each other they are 
necessarily accountable to each other, since there is a high degree of 
interdependency. In  contrast to these images in which accountability 
grows out of relationship, we can see how very artificial it is to make 
strangers accountable to each other. 
When we do try to make strangers accountable to each other, we 
have law. That is how we operate in general society. When I drive a 
car I am accountable for driving on one side of the highway and not 
on the other. That is not because I know anyone driving past me, but 
because that is the way we regulate behavior between people who do 
not know each other. In this case my accountability is to the law 
which is designed to protect. Biblical accountability has i ~ s  focus in 
those relationships that are committed relationships where people 
have trust as a bond between them. Then the accountability is not 
one of law but of mutuality; we are accountable to each other. 
The images of Vine and Body can also suggest to us further 
aspects of biblical accountability. First, biblical accountability 
imagines God relating to a people and not just to individuals. In our 
individualistic culture we tend to forget that God does not speak to 
me alone. She is not my private oracle. God is not about the business 
of calling out little autonomous individuals, but is about the business 
of nourishing bonds and building bodies. This is basic to the biblical 
understanding of accountability. The focus of accountability seen in 
this light is to build the committed community. 
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BOUNDARY MAINTENANCE OR MATURITY 
As a consequence of this covenant and cbmmunity focus, the 
primary aim of accountability does not reside in "membership" but in 
"maturity." The crunch of accountability comes for many of us in 
connection with boundary maintenance. Whom do we "let in" and 
whom do we exclude? How do we exclude those who don't fit? Ac- 
countability is often seen in terms of asking these questions. Too 
often we want to set up barriers and say people have to measure up to 
certain standards and then they can be "let in." The  problem with 
this focus is that accountability.often leads more to homogeneity and 
independence than to interdependence and mutual commitment. Bib- 
lical accountability rather is a process of realizing in life what the 
commitment meant when we became part of the Vine and Body. I t  is 
an ongoing process and an ongoing pilgrimage. Accountability for 
maturity! 
Dorothy quotes that very powerful passage from Ephesians 
which is a typical passage about accountability: "Until we grow up 
into that maturity represented by Christ." Jesus is the revelation of 
what it means to be truly human and mature. Accountability then 
becomes a process in which we mature and grow to the place where 
we are no longer children, tossed about by this thing or the other but 
have integrity and character. 
INTERDEPENDENCE 
Along the same lines, since accountability is based upon relation- 
ship and commitment, it does not mean homogeneity but interde- 
pendence. Accountability should not force everyone into the same 
mold. I t  is very helpful that George Fox talks of accountability in 
terms of the gifts. If we would believe that everybody is different and 
has different kinds of gifts and realize that interdependence is 
necessary, then I think accountability would take on a new urgency 
and have greater significance for us. 
Furthermore, Vine and Body language also means that accounta- 
bility is not hierarchical. I t  is not a pruning operation, where some 
people wield the shears and others need either to buckle under or get 
cut off. We have to see ourselves as in it together. We are one Vine 
and one Body. If accountability grows out of mutual commitment, 
accountability is mutual. 
Accountability seen in terms of relationships also has very 
serious theological implications because it deals with the root nature 
-"There is one, even Christ Jesus, that can speak to thy condition." 
Before we can become accountable, there must be unity on the role 
and authority of Christ. 
Friends are not another mainstream denomination. Quakerism 
was a New Reformation, a rediscovery of primitive Christianity. I t  
was different enough to constitute one of the three main forms of 
Western Christianity, the other two being Catholicism and Protes- 
tantism. Friends preached against the "Constantinian apostasy" of 
the contemporary Christian churches of the 17th C, including Eng- 
lish Puritans and other separatists. George Fox had rediscovered from 
the pre-Constantinian paradigm,= the revolutionary Power of the in- 
dwelling Spirit of Christ. This meant that the paradigm from which 
they were constructing their view of reality was radically different 
from that of the mainstream -- their community of interpretation 
offered them a differing viewpoint. From it, they could understand 
and critique other constructions of reality as well as specific religious 
understandings. 
The grounding for any religious commitment is faith. Within the 
Quaker community of memory there has been incorporated the 
telling and retelling of faith stories. In  this view, faith is not under- 
stood as orthodoxy or mysticism, but faith is seen as trust and being 
obedient to the will of God. That will is learned by listening to the 
Voice of Christ within and obeying his Voice - the gathered people of 
God functioning in Gospel Order through continuing revelation. 
Constantly underlying all of these assumptions was a transcendent 
and immanent reality of faith which continued to enable Friends, on 
the basis of their paradigm, to move into a vision for a new reality. In 
this, faith then becomes an openness to the inbreaking of a new 
reality, and there is the solid expectation of arriving at a commonly 
accepted basis. 
These early "non-conformists" were profoundly communal. 
They perceived themselves as the gathered community of believers 
who worship in the Power of Christ, who have seen the apostasy of 
Constantinianism, and therefore base their faith, lives, and accounta- 
bility in a transforming paradigm of reality - witnessing that the basic 
tenets of Christianity are an attainable vision of the people of God as 
the Body of Christ. 
True accountability is experienced only as God gathers people 
together. The gathered community then becomes a visible sign of the 
Body of Christ, and a witness of his Presence to the world. This 
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-- among evangelical Friends accountability has become doctrinal, 
whereas among the liberal Friends as the recognition of ministers, 
elders, and overseers declined their functions declined as well. 
During the past few years, as I have traveled in the ministry 
among all branches of Friends, I have often met women and men who 
were struggling to actualize clear calls to ministry which were being 
blocked by their local meetings. These people perceived the exercise 
of their call as accountable to the whole body of Friends. After a visit, 
one Friend wrote me: 
I t  is helpful to be reminded that it is not by our own desire 
that we are standing out, but because we have been given a 
vision of how we might be with and for one another, and to 
know that others have gone before us on this road, that we 
aren't along. This helps me to convey to others that a calling 
is a shared thing, and cannot be kept to oneself, lest it die. 
I have found the same concern for the revitalization of accounta- 
bility structures among both evangelical and liberal Friends -- a 
yearning for a reappropriation of historical and traditional resources. 
Among both, I find the same promise of rediscovering not only our 
Biblical and Christian roots, but also revival of primitive Christianity. 
Of course, there are a number of evangelical Friends who could 
still be described as Elbert Russell characterized them in 1923: ''a 
three-fold. . .compound of one-third 'evangelical,' one-third holiness, 
and one-third millenarian."' But, I find evangelical Friends one step 
ahead of most liberal Friends -- they have already acknowledged the 
saving Power of Christ and are deeply enmeshed in Biblical study. As 
they probe deeper into Biblical truths, and spend time in prayer and 
expectancy, the early Quaker Gospel begins to have greater meaning 
for them. As I travel, I am surprised at the number of evangelical 
Friends who respond affirmatively to my vocalization of the early 
Quaker vision. And there are small but growing pockets of Friends 
who are recovering this vision throughout the various varieties of 
Quakerism. There is usually at  least one person in each meeting who 
has begun sharing this vision with others. T h e  wind of revitalization 
is blowing among both liberal and evangelical Friends, and I would 
not want to focus on any one group as holding the most promise. 
of sin, broken relationships, and alienation. T h e  lack of accountabil- 
ity is a symptom of a deeper sickness because it is indicative of a lack 
of relationship and of commitment to one another. Thus  account- 
ability is a central issue for a people of peace because the healing of 
broken relationships has been seen as central to our mission. What is 
faith about? What does the Gospel mean if not the ability to heal and 
to knit together! If we cannot live within our fellowship as united 
people of one Body and one Vine how in the world are we going to do 
anything about the Middle East? Nicaragua? etc., etc. 
SUMMARY 
Finally, to summarize, biblical accountability makes sense in a 
community in which there is a committed 'covenantal' relationship 
between its members and with God. This type of accountability 
focuses less on rules imposed upon people and to which they must 
answer, and more on spiritual formation which grows from mutual 
relationships with others. Thus  our focus in discussing accountability 
should be more on maturity than on boundary maintenance. Bound- 
ary maintenance should only occur because of the failure of maturity, 
not to protect a stagnant group. 
T h e  covenantal community produces a people of mature charac- 
ter because people are rooted. They know where their commitments 
lie. I n  our society it is a difficult task to work at maturity and ac- 
countability. We must strive always for a balance between the free- 
dom which our culture nourishes within us, and the structure and 
accountability which are necessary for growth and for nurture. For it 
is in maturity within the Body, growing up into Christ who is the 
Head, that we become truly free. 
The  normative reality underlying the vision of accountability 
among Friends should be found in George Fox's convincement 
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